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ON THE CHARACTER RINGS OF TWIST KNOTS
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Abstract. The Kauffman bracket skein module Kt(M) of a 3-manifold
M becomes an algebra for t = −1. We prove that this algebra has no

non-trivial nilpotent elements for M being the exterior of the twist knot
in 3-sphere and, therefore, it is isomorphic to the SL2(C)-character ring
of the fundamental group of M . Our proof is based on some properties
of Chebyshev polynomials.

1. Introduction

In this paper, we show a property of the Kauffman bracket skein module
(KBSM for short) by using polynomials Sn(z) (n ∈ Z) in an indeterminate z
defined by the following recursive relation:

Sn+2(z) = zSn+1(z)− Sn(z), S1(z) = z, S0(z) = 1.

The polynomial Sn(z) can be transformed into the Chebyshev polynomial of the
second type Un(z) defined by

Un+2(z) = 2zUn+1(z)− Un(z), U1(z) = 2z, U0(z) = 1.

Indeed, Un(z) = Sn(2z) holds for any n ≥ 0.
In Theorem 2.1 of [3], Bullock and LoFaro found that the KBSM Kt(EKm)

of the exterior EKm of an m-twist knot Km (m ≥ 0) in 3-sphere S3 is generated
as C[t, t−1]-module by xpyq (p, q ∈ Z≥0,m ≥ q):

Kt(EKm
) = SpanC[t,t−1]{xpyq | p, q ∈ Z≥0, m ≥ q},

where xpyq means the isotopy class of the disjoint union of p parallel copies of an
annulus x̃ and q parallel copies of an annulus ỹ in EKm (see Figure 1). Namely,
the set {xpyq}p,q∈Z≥0,m≥q forms a basis of Kt(EKm) as C[t, t−1]-module. In [5],
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all the factorization relations for Kt(EKm) are given. For example, the element
Rm(t) in Kt(EKm) expressed by

Rm(t) := Sm+1(y) + (t−6 − t−2x2)Sm(y) + ((2t4 + t−8)x2 − t−4)Sm−1(y)

−t−10Sm−2(y) + 2x2(t−2m−2 + t−2m−6)
m−2∑
i=0

t2iSi(y)− t−2m−6x2

gives a factorization relation for Sm+1(y) or y
m+1:

Theorem 1 (Theorem 4 in [5]). Rm(t) = 0 in Kt(EKm).

· · ·

2 1m

y

Km =

x

Figure 1. an m-twist knot Km in S3 and annuli x̃ and ỹ in EKm

By Lemma 7 of [5] the polynomialRm(−1) at t = −1, which has the following
factorization

Rm(−1) = (y + 2)

(
Sm(y)− Sm−1(y) + x2

m−1∑
i=0

Si(y)

)
,

has no repeated factors over the rational number field Q. This paper generalizes
this property to the case of the complex number field C:

Theorem 2. Rm(−1) has no repeated factors over C.

In fact, Theorem 2 shows that the KBSM K−1(EKm) for t = −1, which is a
C-algebra generated by x and y, has no non-trivial nilpotent elements. Then
it follows from Theorem 3 in Subsection 2.2 that K−1(EKm) is isomorphic to
the SL2(C)-character ring χ(GKm) of the twist knot Km:

Corollary 1. For any m ∈ Z≥0,

χ(GKm) ∼= K−1(EKm) = C[x, y]/⟨Rm(−1)⟩,
where ⟨Rm(−1)⟩ means the ideal in C[x, y] generated by Rm(−1).
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In this paper, we explain these facts, especially Theorem 2 and Corollary 1
by using the polynomials Sn(z).

2. Character rings

2.1. Character rings

Let G be a finitely generated and presented group, and R(G) the set of all
the representations ρ : G → SL2(C). For each element g in G, we can define a
function tg on R(G) by tg(ρ) := tr(ρ(g)). Let T denote the ring generated by
all the functions tg, g ∈ G. By Proposition 1.4.1 in [4], the ring T is finitely
generated. So we can fix a finite set {g1, . . . , gn} of G (n > 0) such that
tg1 , . . . , tgn generate T . Then the image of R(G) under the map

t : R(G) → Cn, t(ρ) := (tg1(ρ), . . . , tgn(ρ)), ρ ∈ R(G)

is a closed algebraic set (refer to Corollary 1.4.5 in [4]), denoted by X(G). This
algebraic set X(G) is called the SL2(C)-character variety of G (For details,
refer to [4]).

As X(G) is an algebraic set, we can consider its coordinate ring as follows.
Suppose X(G) is an algebraic set in complex space Cm (m > 0). Let I(X(G))
be the ideal of the polynomial ring C[x1, . . . , xm] that consists entirely of poly-
nomials vanishing on X(G). Then the coordinate ring of X(G), denoted by
χ(G), is defined as the quotient polynomial ring C[x1, . . . , xm]/I(X(G)). This
quotient ring χ(G) is called the SL2(C)-character ring of G. For a knot group
GK , which is the fundamental group of the exterior EK , we call χ(GK) the
SL2(C)-character ring of the knot K.

2.2. Character rings from the KBSM point of view

The SL2(C)-character ring of a knot can be studied by using the KBSM. We
quickly review a way to do it. For details, refer to [2], [6] and [7].

For a compact oriented 3-manifold M , let Lt(M) be the C[t, t−1]-module
generated by all the isotopy classes of framed links in M (including the empty
link ∅). Then the KBSM Kt(M) of M is defined as the quotient of Lt(M) by
the Kauffman bracket skein relations as below:

− t − t−1 , L ⊔ − (−t2 − t−2)L,

where L is any framed link in M and “⊔” means the disjoint union.
It is known that the KBSM K−1(M) for t = −1 becomes a C-algebra with

a multiplication ⊔ (the unit in K−1(M) is the empty link ∅). For example,
K−1(EKm) becomes C[x, y]/⟨Rm(−1)⟩. The C-algebra K−1(M) is naturally
linked to the SL2(C)-character ring χ(π1(M)) of the fundamental group π1(M)
as follows.
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Theorem 3 ([2], [7]). For any compact orientable 3-manifold M , there exists
a surjective homomorphism Φ as C-algebra

Φ : K−1(M) → χ(π1(M)),

defined by Φ(K) := −t[K], Φ(K1 ⊔ · · · ⊔Ki) :=
∏i

j=1 Φ(Ki), where [K] is an

element of π1(M) represented by the knot K with an unspecified orientation

and a base point. Moreover the kernel of Φ is the nilradical
√
0.

By Theorem 3, the SL2(C)-character ring χ(GKm) of the m-twist knot Km

is isomorphic to K−1(EKm)/
√
0. So if K−1(EKm) has no non-trivial nilpotent

elements, then K−1(EKm) is isomorphic to χ(GKm).

3. Proof of Theorem 2

To prove Theorem 2 we do not use any topological properties of the twist
knots but some algebraic properties of the polynomials Sn(z).

Proof of Theorem 2. Let R̃m(x, y) be the factor

Sm(y)− Sm−1(y) + x2
m−1∑
i=0

Si(y)

of Rm(−1). First we show that R̃m(x, y) has no repeated factors in the factor-
ization over C.

Assume that R̃m(x, y) has a repeated factor in the factorization over C.
Then R̃m(x, y) is reducible over C. In this situation, we have the following two

cases for the factorization of R̃m(x, y) in terms of the variable x:

• (ax+ b)(cx+ d), where a, b, c, d ∈ C[y],
• (ax2 + b)c, where a, b, c ∈ C[y], ax2 + b is irreducible over C.

We see that the first case never happens, because if it happens, then the equa-
tion

acx2 + (ad+ bc)x+ bd = Sm(y)− Sm−1(y) + x2
m−1∑
i=0

Si(y)

must hold. So we have

ac =

m−1∑
i=0

Si(y), ad+ bc = 0, bd = Sm(y)− Sm−1(y).

Let us focus on the degree of the above three equations in terms of y. Note
that deg(Sm(y)) is m by definition.

deg(a) + deg(c) = m− 1, deg(a) + deg(d) = deg(b) + deg(c),

deg(b) + deg(d) = m.

Combining these equations, we have

2 deg(a) = 2 deg(b)− 1,
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i.e., an even number equals an odd number, a contradiction.
We can also check that the second case never happens by using algebraic

properties of the polynomials Sm(y) as follows. For the second case, the equa-
tion

acx2 + bc = Sm(y)− Sm−1(y) + x2
m−1∑
i=0

Si(y)

must hold. In particular, the following equation is required:

bc = Sm(y)− Sm−1(y).

Note that the Chebyshev polynomial Um(y) = Sm(2y) has the property

Um(cos θ) = sin(m+ 1)θ/ sin θ

(refer to [1] for example). By this property, for any integer 0 ≤ i ≤ m− 1, we
obtain

Sm

(
2 cos

2i+ 1

2m+ 1
π

)
− Sm−1

(
2 cos

2i+ 1

2m+ 1
π

)
=

1

sin 2i+1
2m+1π

(
sin

(
i+

1

2
+

i+ 1
2

2m+ 1

)
π − sin

(
i+

1

2
−

i+ 1
2

2m+ 1

)
π

)
= 0.

Note that the degree of Sm(y)−Sm−1(y) in terms of y is m by definition. Thus
we see that Sm(y)− Sm−1(y) has the following nice factorization:

Sm(y)− Sm−1(y) =

m−1∏
i=0

(
y − 2 cos

2i+ 1

2m+ 1
π

)
.

So Sm(y) − Sm−1(y) has no repeated factors. Hence bc, especially c has no
repeated factors. Then ax2 + b must have a repeated factor, a contradiction.

Therefore R̃m(x, y) has no repeated factors over C.
It is clear that R̃m(x, y) does not have the factor y+2 (for example, use the

fact that Sm(−2)− Sm−1(−2) ̸= 0). These facts complete the proof. □

It follows from Theorem 2 and a property of radicals that
√
⟨Rm(−1)⟩ co-

incides with ⟨Rm(−1)⟩. So we have

K−1(EKm)/
√
0 = C[x, y]/

√
⟨Rm(−1)⟩ = C[x, y]/⟨Rm(−1)⟩ = K−1(EKm),

which shows that K−1(EKm) has no non-trivial nilpotent elements. This fact
and Theorem 3 prove Corollary 1.
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